
Safe Sleep Guide

Introduction to Purflo
Purflo is the UK’s original baby safe sleep brand started by concerned new parents who wanted 
to create cleaner, safer and healthier sleeping environments for babies. They developed their first 
product with a world leading professor of infant health and development physiology. 
Today, Purflo is still driven by the founding principles and we believe baby sleep should be safe 
and sound and that’s why we only develop carefully selected products parents can trust.



It is important to make sure babies stay at a comfortable temperature – not too hot or 
too cold. Being too hot increases the risk of SIDS. A safe room temperature is between 
16-20 °C when using a well-fitting baby sleep bag. Every baby is different and our 
recommendations on what to wear is intended as a guide. Babies need to be checked 
regularly to make sure they aren’t getting too hot. The best way to check a baby’s 
temperature is to feel their tummy or back of their neck, if they are hot or sweaty, 
remove one or more layers. Hands and feet will usually feel cooler and this is normal. 

Here is our advice for parents to reduce the risk of cot death and SIDs

• Both parents should stop smoking during pregnancy. Continue to be smoke free after 
birth and don’t allow smoking near or around your baby.

• When putting your baby to bed, make sure they are on their back – not on their 
front or side.

• Make sure your baby stays at a regulated temperature – it is very important not to let 
them get too hot. Babies head and face must remain uncovered when sleeping.

• The safest place for babies to sleep is in their cot with their feet at the foot of the cot. 
This is to prevent them from wriggling down, underneath the covers. Do not use loose 
covers. Make sure baby is checked regularly whilst sleeping.

• Use a firm, flat and waterproof mattress that is in good condition.

• Never sleep with your baby on the sofa or an armchair as it is highly dangerous.

• The safest place for your baby to sleep is in a cot or crib, in the same room as you for 
the first six months of life. 

• Co-sleeping in the same bed is not recommended. The dangers of co-sleeping are 
heightened when you or your partner have been smoking, drinking alcohol or taking 
drugs/ medication that makes you drowsy.

- If your baby was born before 37 weeks or weighs less than 2.5kg (5 ½ lbs) at less than 
3 months old, co-sleeping is particularly dangerous.

• Unfortunately, accidents when co-sleeping can happen. You could potentially roll over 
in your sleep and suffocate baby, baby could get trapped between the wall and the bed 
or fall out of bed and be injured.

• It is important to make sure that your baby’s room is a comfortable temperature – not 
too hot or too cold. The chance of SIDS is higher in babies who get too hot, so try to 
keep the room temperature between 16-20°C.

• Breastfeed baby.

Making sure babies have a safe and sound night’s sleep is Purflo’s primary goal.
Our aim is to help parents through this exciting and sometimes overwhelming time by 
providing practical safe sleep advice about our products. Using our expertise in baby 
safe sleep, we have created the ultimate sleep guide you can trust. Please keep this 
guide as a reference for whenever you have concerns.

What to wear guide

All Seasons - 2.5 TOG

Lightweight - 0.5 TOG

Temperature

Temperature

24-27°C (75-81°F)

24-27°C (75-81°F)

16-18°C (61-64°C)

Nappy

Nappy

Short-sleeved cotton body suit + Long-sleeved, 
long-legged baby grow.

Sleeveless or short-sleeved cotton body suit

Sleeveless or short-sleeved cotton body suit

Long-sleeved cotton body suit + Long-sleeved, long-
legged baby grow (arms in position) OR 
Long-sleeved cotton body suit + Long-sleeved, long-
legged baby grow (underarm swaddle position only)

Short-sleeved or long-sleeved cotton body suit

Short-sleeved or long-sleeved cotton body suit

Long-sleeved, long-legged baby grow.

Long-sleeved, long-legged baby grow.

22-24°C (72-75°F)

22-24°C (72-75°F)

16°C (57°F) and 
under

20-22°C (68-72°F)

20-22°C (68-72°F)

18-20°C (64-68°F)

18-20°C (64-68°F)

Item

Item

Why do I need this guide?

Safe Sleep Guidelines



Sleeping bags are a safe alternative to using blankets and loose bedding at sleep time, 
therefore eliminating the risk of getting tangled up in covers or being cold. Our Swaddle 
To Sleep Bag range has been designed so that your baby can stay at a safe temperature all 
year round.

• Swaddle in or out

Swaddling can make babies feel safe and secure. Our versatile design gives you the option 
to swaddle baby or let baby’s arms out making it a standard sleep bag. We’ve used poppers 
because they are the safest fastenings to use on baby clothing, eliminating the risk of choking. 

How to use:

• Breathable panels

Our range of swaddle bags feature the signature Purflo breathable mesh panels. These panels 
provide essential ventilation and increased airflow to keep baby at a regulated and safe 
temperature. Our panels are strategically located to provide maximum comfort to commonly 
over-heated areas on babies including the torso and lower neck.  

• Hip healthy extendable length

Our tailored sleep bag is perfect for that new born stage where babies love to feel cuddled 
and secure. The length of our sleep bag is adaptable making it super snug for new babies 
and then can transition to allow for kicks and wriggles as they grow. 
The shape of our Swaddle To Sleep Bag has been designed to allow for healthy hip growth 
and is certified by The Hip Dysplasia Institute.
How to use:
- For newborn babies, zipper them into the swaddle bag and then tuck the legs under and 
fasten using the poppers 
- To allow for more wriggle room, keep legs un-poppered

• The trusted safety zip

The YKK zippers are carefully positioned away from baby’s delicate skin and opens from 
the bottom to make middle of the night nappy changes much easier. There is no need to 
worry about snags and catching as there is a zip guard around baby’s body and a secure 
seam around the legs and feet. 

• On the go

We want to make travelling with a sleeping baby easier than ever, so our extended length 
features a travel friendly shape that can be used in a car seat and pushchair. Please ensure 
arms are out of swaddle bag when using in travel mode.

• Size guide

Our sizing is based on measurements and weight so please use the guide to determine if 
this product is suitable for your baby. All babies grow at different rates and we use age as a 
guide only. Our product is recommended for use with babies that are approximately 0 - 4 
months old, suitable for weights 6.6–16lbs or 3–7.25kg or height of 50–65cm.

IMPORTANT – KEEP FOR FUTURE REFERENCE 

WARNING! – Do not use if a child’s head can pass through the neck opening when 
fastened for use.

WARNING! – Ensure the neck and arm openings are securely fastened.

WARNING! - Do not use if a child can climb out of the cot.

WARNING! – Do not use in combination with a cot duvet or blanket. Take in to 
account the room’s temperature and the child’s sleepwear. Overheating can endanger the 
life of your child. 

WARNING! - Keep away from fire.

Purflo Swaddle to Sleep Bag

Ensure arm opening 
poppers are closed for 

a full swaddle

Un-popper one arm 
for a gentle transition 

from swaddling

Un-popper both arms 
to use as a traditional 

sleep bag



Our Sleep Tight Baby Bed has been developed to be safe for overnight, unsupervised 
sleeping from birth to 8 months old. We’ve used eco-friendly, sustainable fibre, hypoallergic 
materials and breathable technology to provide a healthy sleeping environment for baby.

• Sleep easy

The Sleep Tight Baby Bed has been thoroughly tested to relevant standards and has been 
certified safe for overnight sleeping, eliminating concerns raised by traditional nests and 
sleep positioners.  

• Safe sides

Firm sides are essential for stopping baby from being able to roll out of bed. Ours are made 
from breathable, sustainably sourced fibre which is strong enough to keep baby safe inside 
whilst still being soft to touch. The Sorona fibre, designed and patented by Dupont retains 
its natural shape and structure and doesn’t flatten with age.

• Supportive base

The Sleep Tight Baby Bed includes a firm flat base essential for overnight, unsupervised 
sleep. The base is easily removable and wipe clean. 

• Breathability

The bed features a fully breathable mesh base and sides allowing air to safely circulate and 
keep baby at a safe temperature all night.  

• Portable

Many babies feel more comforted and sleep better when they are surrounded by familiar 
things. Our Sleep Tight Baby Bed is ideal for providing a safe and familiar environment 
when travelling to grandparent’s houses, hotel rooms and much more.

• Washable

Every part of the bed can be fully washed including wipe down base.

• Place the product on a firm entirely flat and stable surface. The baby bed should never 
be used on counter-tops, tables, near steps or on an elevated surface
• Do not use this product for unsupervised sleep when baby is able to sit unaided, kneel 
or pull themselves up
• Place baby on their back, with their feet at the foot of the bed
• Bed can also be used for supervised tummy time when baby is awake and alert
• It is not recommended to use quilts with the Sleep Tight Baby Bed

• Additional strings or straps should not be added to the bed to avoid entanglement or 
strangulation
• Sleep Tight Baby Bed should only be moved when empty
• Young children should not be allowed to play unsupervised in the vicinity of a crib/cradle
• The bed cover is fully machine washable at 40 degrees – remove the base insert and 
inner cushion before washing
• For the best use of this product, please remove all packaging and allow product to air 
for 48 hours before use
• Check regularly for any damaged seams, in case of damage do not use bed and please 
contact us at hello@purflo.com

CARLESSNESS CAUSES FIRE
All covers and fillings have been tested to ensure compliance with the relevant
ignitability tests
WARNING! – Do not use for overnight and/or unsupervised use once a child can 
sit, kneel or pull themselves up
WARNING! – Do not let other children play unattended nearby
WARNING! – Be aware of the risk of open fire and other sources of strong heat
WARNING! – Place the product on a firm entirely flat and stable surface
WARNING! – Do not place any loose bedding & other items such as toys, in baby’s 
sleeping environment

Purflo Sleep Tight Baby Bed How to use and important safety advice:



Visit www.purflo.com


